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New Improvements to Reverd Automatic Scam Stopper in 2018

Report unsolicited, harassing phone calls. Let other people know about possible scam or unsolicited robo
calls. Reported numbers will be blocked on phones using the free Reverd app. Verify phone numbers and
make sure they are not blacklisted.

SHERIDAN, Wyo. - Oct. 23, 2018 - PRLog -- As promised we redesigned and reworked the entire system
implementing the latest technology. More and more people from around the world report harassing phone
numbers directly from their phones. We made sure that our system is fast and capable to handle all those
reported harassing phone number and also to allow for multiple real time phone number verification
requests with minimal latency.

What are the major changes in 2018: "In order to meet the need for global instant protection from harassing
scam and robo calls we implemented the modern Symfony high performance framework. Symfony allows
simultaneous access to different types of databases. It allowed us to incorporate and use Elastic Search
(powerful software also used by NASA) in our backend for quick access to curated database of reported
numbers" - said CEO Mark McCoy. "We now provide access to our database of more than a Million
reported blacklisted phone numbers for both private persons and corporate users. Improved performance of
the Reverd.com system will allow us to properly handle the huge amount of complaints we receive."

The Reverd automatic phone scam stopper has proved efficient and capable to automatically stop annoying
scam phone calls on both iOS and Android phones. It protects user phones automatically when the
Do-Not-Call registry fails.

Thousands of people around the world are using the Reverd app to stop unwanted phone calls automatically
and efficiently. The Reverd app reduces stress and disturbances by protecting phones from unsolicited scam
calls. Reverd automatic scam stopper app works wherever you go: in the city, in the mountains, in a
desert… It doesn't even need Internet connection in order to work. It is not like any other app. It is better,
intelligent and efficient. Reverd app is available for both iOS and Android devices.

Members of the press and others who have additional questions about the contents of this press release are
encouraged to contact Mark McCoy as provided below.

About Reverd.com:

Reverd.com is a global system to automatically stop unwanted harassing scam and robo-calls using crowd
reporting and a lightweight free app. Users report new scam calls instantly from their phones creating large
global user built database. Reported scams are eliminated on phones using the Reverd app reducing stress
and increasing productivity. This way everyone protects everybody.

For the latest reported scam and harassing numbers visit https://reverd.com/
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